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Abstract
Ni-doped MoS2 is a layered material that is known to have useful tribological, op-
toelectronic, and catalytic properties. So far, experiment and theory regarding doped
MoS2 has focused mostly on monolayers, small flakes, or nanoparticles, and an under-
standing of how Ni doping alters properties in bulk is lacking. We use density functional
theory calculations to determine the structure, mechanical properties, electronic prop-
erties, and formation energies of bulk Ni-doped 2H-MoS2 as a function of the doping
concentration. We find four meta-stable structures of Ni-doped MoS2: Mo substitu-
tion, S substitution, and tetrahedral (t-site) and octahedral (o-site) intercalation. We
compute relative formation energies and create phase diagrams as a function of chem-
ical potential to guide experimental synthesis. A convex hull analysis shows that the
t-site intercalation (favored over o-site) is quite stable against phase segregation and
compared to other compounds containing Ni, Mo, and S. Intercalation is found not
to significantly change the c-parameter due to forming strong covalent bonds between
layers. Ni doping creates new states in the electronic density of states in MoS2 and
shifts the Fermi level, which can be of interest for tuning the electronic and optical
properties. We calculate the infrared and Raman spectra and find new peaks and shifts
in existing peaks that are unique to each dopant site, and therefore may be used to
identify the dopant site experimentally, which has been a challenge to do conclusively.
Introduction
Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) are lamellar materials with strong covalent in-
tralayer bonds and weak Van der Waals interlayer bonds. This property leads to interesting
qualities present in other 2D layered materials such as graphite or hexagonal boron nitride.
MoS2 is a semiconducting TMDC with interesting properties for optical,
1,2 electronic,1 spin-
tronic,3,4 lubrication,5 and catalysis6–8 applications. MoS2’s successful applications emerge
from material properties that are often controlled using dopants. Doping MoS2, especially
with Ni, can increase catalytic activity and reduce friction. This work focuses on exploring
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Ni doping in bulk 2H-MoS2 and the effects on materials properties as computed by density
functional theory (DFT).
Much previous work about MoS2, especially doping, has been motivated by catalysis.
MoS2 has properties that are desirable in photo-, electro-, and thermocatalysis.
6 The ease
of cleaving means that high surface areas are obtainable. Strong light absorption, favorable
bandgap, and a large surface are useful properties for photocatalysis.6 On its own, however,
MoS2 has poor intrinsic catalytic activity. Defects, especially at edge sites,
9–12 are generally
regarded as the active sites for catalysis. A common strategy to enhance the catalytic activity
is the introduction of dopants.13 Group V transition metals (V, Ta, Nb) dopants have been
found to create catalyst for the adsorption of small gas molecules.6,13,14 Co and Ni doping
at the edge sites have been studied theoretically9,15 and experimentally8,11,16 in some detail
for their ability to adsorb hydrogen. These experiments and DFT simulations suggest that
Ni replaces Mo at the edge of small MoS2 flakes and, when it does, the material has an
increased efficiency in the hydrogen evolution reaction. While edge sites of MoS2 have been
deemed the most active sites,12 intercalation by Na, Co, Ni, and Ca has also been shown to
increase catalytic activity in 1T-MoS2.
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MoS2, especially as a monolayer, shows promise for optoelectronic applications such as
photovoltaics18 or LEDs.19 As the number of layers is reduced, the bandgap (≈1-2 eV) of
MoS2 widens and transitions from indirect to direct.
20–22 Large exciton binding energies and
long lifetimes of excitons in MoS2 mean that the high absorption rate can be used to generate
useful excitons at room temperature.18,23–25 Dopants can be used to alter the Fermi energy by
donating or accepting electrons to tune these optoelectronic properties.1 MoS2 samples are
often found to be n-type with Re impurities as a possible explanation.26 Monolayer and bulk
3R MoS2 lack inversion symmetry, unlike the bulk 2H phase, giving rise to spin-orbit effects
which can further be exploited for spintronic and valleytronic applications.3,25 Transition
metal doping by Mn, Fe, Co, and Zn has been used to induce magnetism which could be
used for spintronics.13,27
3
Bulk MoS2 has useful tribological properties for lubrication: superior resistance to wear
(the gradual loss of material caused by sliding) and a low coefficient of friction (high lu-
bricity) due to the ease of shearing along the basal plane.28 MoS2 and graphite are the
two most well-studied solid lubricants. These materials hold some advantage over liquid
lubricants—notably their ability to lubricate at temperatures and pressures low enough even
for space applications.5 The tribological properties can be enhanced via doping.13 Re29 (in
MoS2 fullerene-like nanoparticles) and Ta
30 have been observed to increase lubricity, and Cr
and Ti have been found to strengthen the resistance to humidity while retaining MoS2’s high
lubricity.31 Among dopants used for tribology, Ni is exceptional for the increased wear pro-
tection, decreased coefficient of friction, and long-term stability.30 Despite how long-studied
these materials are, the correlation of macroscopic tribological properties and microscopic
atomic structure and mechanisms has remained elusive, especially for materials exhibiting
high lubricity.5,32,33
Although previous studies suggest that Ni substitutes Mo at the edge sites in small
flakes,9–12 there has been relatively little discussion of Ni doping in bulk. Park et al.34 in-
serted Co into S vacancies increasing the catalytic activity of the usually inert basal plane.
Their experiment is supported by DFT-simulated Co-doped geometries. Ta has also been
computationally shown to bind near S vacancies.14 Given the chemical similarities between
Co and Ni, it is possible that S-substituted Ni-doped MoS2 may similarly alter activity. In
bulk MoS2, Ni can intercalate between the layers like other ions
35–37 or even form alloys.38
A phase change from 2H to 1T with Li intercalation has been found via by Raman spectra
indicating a symmetry change from D6h to D3d, and an increased interlayer spacing.
35 Kon-
dekar et al.16 found that doping with Ni can be used as a way to control flake size, although
nickel sulfides form instead at high Ni concentrations. Mosconi et al.8 investigated 3D MoS2
nanostructures and likewise found that the presence of Ni causes larger crystals to grow.
They found signs of Ni substitution for Mo, and a change to the 3R phase; shifts in diffrac-
tion peaks indicated contraction of the MoS2 cell, ascribed to Ni’s smaller radius compared
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to Mo.8 The possibilities of phase segregation to nickel sulfides and other compounds can be
understood using convex hull diagrams39 as is done in Fig. 4.
A main tool for the characterization of 2D materials and their defects has been vibra-
tional spectroscopy. Characterization of doped MoS2 with Raman spectroscopy has focused
on changes in the E12g and A1g mode with strain,
40 doping,16,40,41 and the number of lay-
ers.42,43 Iqbal et al.40 have recently reviewed the effects of strain and doping in the prominent
Raman peaks of TMDCs. Authors correlate n-type doping with redshifts and p-type with
blueshifts of the A1g peak while the E
1
2g frequency remains unchanged. Transition metal
doping with Nb,44 Ni,8 and Au45 have been observed to cause A1g redshifts, redshifts, and
blueshifts respectively. Mosconi et al. have attributed the Ni-doped shift to changes in
the stacking caused by Ni inclusion.8 Aside from shifts, a new 280 cm−1 peak formed in
Ni-doped MoS2 that was not present in either pristine MoS2 or highly doped MoS2,
16 but
its origins are unclear. In terms of tribology, energy dissipation via vibrational states32,46
or even electron-phonon coupling33 (EPC) are thought to play a crucial role in increasing
friction in 2D materials. Strong EPC in monolayer MoS2 may promote the dissipation of
energy through excitations of electronic states, but these vanish with the coupling as the
number of layers increases.33 The A1g peak in mono-layer systems is known to strongly cou-
ple to electronic states and can be broadened and shifted by electronic doping in field effect
transistors.41 Re doping has been shown to go against this trend—a decreasing layer count
decreases friction despite increased electron-phonon interactions measured as a decrease in
the A1g peak height.
47 The importance of the Raman active modes encompasses the iden-
tification of structural differences and as a measurement of EPC,48 we have thus included
Raman calculations in our results. Although we find no experimental comparisons of infrared
spectroscopy on doped MoS2, we found strong unique IR activity related to Ni inclusion so
we have included these results as well. While there are DFT phonon calculations of MoS2
as a function of the number of layers;49 we have not found previous vibrational spectra
computations of doped bulk 2H-MoS2.
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In this paper, we use first-principles DFT calculations to systematically survey different
structures and concentrations of bulk Ni-doped MoS2 to definitively resolve the structure of
this material. We determine the phase stability to guide synthesis and show the unusual sta-
bility of intercalated structures. We compute Raman and IR spectra to aid in experimental
identification of defect structures, and study elastic and vibrational properties to understand
how Ni improves performance in lubrication. We elucidate Ni’s impact in decreasing friction
and increasing resistance to wear by studying its impact on elasticity, bonding, and vibra-
tions. Our work is not only designed to inform experimental fabrication and identification,
it will also be used50 to parametrize a classical ReaxFF51 force field for explicit use in virtual
sliding experiments like previous work on undoped MoS2.
52
Results and Discussion
Figure 1: Possible sites for Ni dopants in 2H-MoS2: Mo or S substitution, or intercalation
at tetrahedral (t) and octahedral (o) interlayer sites. Other highly symmetric sites (bridge
and intralayer interstitials) were found to be unstable.
We consider a set of possible dopant sites shown in Fig. 1: Mo substitution, S substi-
tution, octahedral (o-site) intercalation, and tetrahedral (t-site) intercalation, as studied for
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Table 1: Lattice parameters, vibrational frequencies at q = 0, and elastic param-
eters vs approximations
This Work Literature
LDA PBE PBE
+GD2
Exp’t LDA PBE
+vdW
a (A˚) 3.12 3.18 3.19 3.1653 3.1349 3.1654
c/a 3.87 4.64 3.89 3.8953 3.862 3.8954
E12g (cm
−1) 389 373 371 38355 3882 37256
A1g (cm
−1) 413 402 403 40955 4122 39756
E1u (cm
−1) 390 373 372 38455 3912 37256
A2u (cm
−1) 471 458 457 47055 4692 45456
C11 (GPa) 242 181 212 238
57 24058 21154
C33 (GPa) 53 1.70* 51 52
57 5358 3754
C55 (GPa) 20 0.76* 15 19
57 3258 3054
*PBE with no Van der Waals performs underestimates the elasticity when z-direction
strains are applied.
Nb-doped MoS2.
59 Other possible sites included the bridge site above an Mo-S bond and in
between two layers, and the hollow-site interstitial directly between three S atoms on the S
plane. These were ruled out as possibilities because they were found to be unstable under
relaxations—they both relaxed to the o-site intercalated structure.
All doped structures discussed are based on the most common MoS2 structure: the 2H
structure, belonging to the D6h point group with 6 atoms per unit cell which is very close
in energy to the 3R bulk phase.60 Introducing Ni will break unique symmetries: The Mo
substitution, S substitution, o-site, and t-site belong to the D3h, C3v, D3d, and C3v point
groups respectively. We considered doped structures of increasing MoS2 supercell size in-
plane from 1×1×1 to 4×4×1, each with 1 Ni atom per cell, reaching Ni concentrations
of 16.7 at-%, 4.2 at-%, 1.9 at-%, and 1.0 at-%. Decreasing Ni concentration allows us to
extrapolate quantities to the low-doping limit.
Van der Waals interactions are important between MoS2 layers. Since they are almost
absent in PBE, we considered PBE with and without Grimme-D2 (GD2)61 Van der Waals
dispersion corrections. We found Grimme-D362 and Grimme-D2 to result in nearly identical
undoped structures. On the other hand, the GD2 empirical approximation is particularly
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poor for metals.63 This is not an issue for MoS2, but it is problematic when comparing
formation energies of pure Ni and Mo. By contrast, LDA is quite accurate for metals,
and also successful for Van der Waals-bonded quasi-2D systems: empirically, it is seen that
LDA’s overestimation of interatomic interactions balances the lack of explicit non-local Van
der Waals interactions.64 Therefore we focus on LDA for such comparisons such as in Table
2.
Quantum ESPRESSO’s implementation of DFPT in bulk systems is robust and well-tested.
However, the PBE functional is not compatible with Raman intensity calculations in this
code65 so we have calculated vibrational properties using LDA. Indeed, we find that LDA pro-
vides better agreement with experimental vibrational frequencies than PBE or PBE+GD2.
With these considerations, we have chosen to use LDA calculations for energies in the
phase and convex hull diagrams and vibrational calculations. As shown by Peelaers and
Van de Walle, adding dispersion corrections to PBE can obtain reasonable structures and
elastic properties;66,67 we confirm this in Table 1. PBE+GD2 was thus used for structural
parameters, elastic parameters, and electronic densities. PBE with no correction was found
to be quantitatively worse than LDA and is not used except as a point of comparison: the
energy landscape is very flat with respect to changes in layer separation, leading to large
errors in the lattice parameter c and the C33 and C55 parameters.
We calculated formation energy for pristine and doped MoS2, as well as other materials
containing Mo, S, and/or Ni. We used the Materials Project68 to find materials with rela-
tively stable computed energies (less than 0.1 eV/atom above hull): Ni2Mo, Ni3Mo, Ni4Mo,
NiS2, Ni3S4, NiS, Ni9S8, Ni3S2, MoS2, and Mo3S4 and the Chevrel phase NiMo3S4. Details
on the calculation parameters for the structures used can be found in Tables S1 and S2.
The Chevrel structure NiMo3S4
69 appears to be the only known stochiometric crystal that
contains all three species. It may be a competing material during the fabrication of Ni-doped
MoS2, and has been studied for catalysis of the hydrogen evolution reaction.
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The pristine 1 × 1 supercell and doped 2 × 2 supercell charge densities are shown in
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Figure 2: Cross sections of the electron densities of a) pristine MoS2, b) Ni substituting
Mo, c) Ni substituting S, d) o-site Ni intercalation, e) t-site Ni intercalation, and f) t-site Li
intercalation within 2×2 supercells. The data is displayed in a logarithmic color scale in the
xz-plane which includes Mo-S and Ni bonds. In intercalated structures, the electron density
has strongly increased in the interatomic region between layers. This suggests formation
of covalent bonds for intercalated Ni, unlike in the well-known case of Li.70 Densities were
plotted using XCrysDen.71
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Fig. 2. The electron density of MoS2 is largely unchanged from the pristine structure
away from the dopant. The Ni-S or Ni-Mo bonding regions are similar in density to the
pristine Mo-S bonds, signifying the Ni bonds are strong and covalent in all cases except for
Mo substitution. The surprising result that Ni can readily substitute S with the bonding
network intact indicates that Ni, like Co,34 could potentially be used to fill S vacancies in
a stable structure. Results from formation energies with respect to vacancies (Table S4),
however, show that substitution of an S vacancy requires energy while filling a Mo vacancy
releases energy.
The o-site and t-site intercalated structures show clear layer-to-layer bonds with the Ni
atom as a bridge. Li is a known MoS2 intercalant that widens the separation between layers
70
and is stripped of its outer electron, leaving a closed-shell ion that does not form covalent
bonds, as shown in Fig. 2f. Comparing the Li case to Ni shows a stark contrast in the
electron density, indicating that Ni forms strong covalent interlayer bonds as opposed to
Van der Waals or ionic interactions for Li. The interatomic density between opposing layers
is unchanged from the pristine in the Mo-substituted case but has increased significantly in
the case of S substitution.
Mosconi et al.8 reported that Ni doping results in reduction of the c-parameter and
is attributed to Mo substitution and Ni’s smaller covalent radius. We find the same can
happen for S substitution and o-site intercalation especially at high concentration. The
basal lattice parameter (a, b) is unchanged, however, regardless of concentration. 3×3 and
4×4 supercells of Mo-substituted and o-site intercalated structures show a pseudo-Jahn-
Teller symmetry-breaking in their Ni-S bond lengths. When Ni substitutes Mo, four S Ni-S
bonds are 2.2 A˚ long, one is slightly longer by 0.2 A˚ and the final S atom has been pushed
away significantly to a distance of 3.3 A˚. The Ni atom remains in the Mo layer, thus the four
atoms are split evenly between the two layers. This symmetry breaking has similarly been
computed for Mo-substituted at edge sites.15 A fully symmetric o-site structure is possible,
unlike the t-site which automatically breaks symmetry between layers. Despite this, o-site
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Table 2: Energies per atom above hull in eV, according to LDA, for computed
solids containing Mo, S, and/or Ni.
Formation energies (eV/atom) w.r.t. bulk elemental phases
Mo 0 Ni3Mo 0.20 NiS 0.018 MoS2 0
Ni 0 Ni4Mo 0 Ni3S4 0 Mo3S4 0.065
S 0 NiS2 0 Ni9S8 0
Ni2Mo 0 NiMo3S4 0.048 Ni3S2 0
Mo subst. S subst. t-site intercal. o-site intercal.
1×1 0.150 0.173 0.025 0.116
2×2 0.107 0.089 0.002 0.044
3×3 0.054 0.038 0.001 0.021
4×4 0.031 0.022 0.001 0.012
intercalation breaks symmetry by binding slightly closer to one layer than the other. Ni-S
bonding distances in the closer layer are 0.2 A˚ shorter than those in the further layer. A full,
concentration dependent set of atomic distances and cell parameters can be found in Table
S2.
Figure 3: Thermodynamically favored doped structures at different relative chemical poten-
tials as calculated by LDA. The equilibrium lines change depending on the concentration,
but do not change much between LDA, PBE, and PBE+GD2. Phase diagrams for PBE and
PBE+GD2 can be found in Fig. S1.
Relative stability with respect to chemical potentials is shown in Fig. 3. Given dif-
ferent super-cell sizes, and thus concentrations, the favorable chemical potential regions
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Figure 4: The phase diagram for different materials containing Ni, Mo, and S, based on LDA
energies. Materials’ position along the plane edges indicate their stoichiometry. Materials
found to be on the convex hull are shown in red. Structures with energies were above hull
are represented as open circles; all the doped structures fall within this category and are
mostly clustered around the MoS2 point. The t-site intercalation is above but very close to
the convex hull.
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shift slightly. Except for the very high-doped 1 × 1 structure, the triple point rests around
∆µMo = −4.0 eV and ∆µS = −3.7 eV. These values can be taken as estimates of the chem-
ical potential at which transitions would occur between forming different structures in the
synthesis process, guiding the relative concentrations of reactants used to achieve a particu-
lar target structure. The proximity of the 3×3 and 4×4 lines show that the 3×3 supercell
is converged to the low-doping limit. O-site intercalated structures do not appear on this
plot because they have the same stoichiometry as t-site, but always have a larger formation
energy. Phase diagrams for PBE and PBE+GD2 are shown in Figure S1 and show a similar
trend to LDA with respect to increasing supercell sizes.
The convex hull in Fig. 4 shows that neither the Chevrel or doped compounds are the
most stable structures at their concentrations. These structures tend to phase segregate
into nickel sulfides, Ni-Mo alloys, and pure elements given enough time and temperature.
Determining the time scale for this phase segregation would require further studies of phase
transition energy barriers. Table 2, however, shows that the low-concentration doped struc-
tures have small energies above hull. The t-site energies above hull, in fact, are below kBT
at room temperature and within the margin of error for DFT energies. Therefore we may
regard these structures as stable: synthesizable and unlikely to phase-segregate. Despite
being the site observed at the edges of small flakes,11 Mo substitution has energies above
hull are generally higher than S substitution. The Chevrel phase (NiMo3S4) has an energy
above hull on the order of the 3×3 Mo- and S-substituted phases—since this phase is known
to be experimentally synthesizable, the results suggest the doped phases will also be acces-
sible. Several NixSy phases are stable, consistent with observation of their forming during
fabrication by Kondekar et al.16 Phase diagrams, energies above hull, and convex hulls with
different reference structures for PBE and PBE+GD2 are given in Fig. S2.
Doping was found to have significant effects on the elastic parameters as shown in Table
3. The in-plane C11 parameter is notably weakened in the case of Mo substitution. This
coincides with Fig. 2b, in which the charge density between S and Ni is lower than that
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Table 3: Elastic parameters for Ni-doped structures at different supercell sizes.
1×1 through 4×4 supercells correspond to rough Ni concentrations of 17 at-
%, 4 at-%, 2 at-%, and 1 at-% respectively. Most structures did not change
appreciably in C11 besides the 20-30 GPa drop in Mo substitution. C33 values
were appreaciably raised by 20 GPa in intercalated cases. C55 did not show large
changes, giving evidence against the idea that Ni doping lowers the frictional
coefficient by lowering the shear stiffness.
(GPa) undoped Mo subst. S subst. t-site intercal. o-site intercal.
C11
1×1 211.8 159.2 168.9 201.4 208.2
2×2 '' 177.2 204.8 211.5 210.6
3×3 '' 196.5 207.7 211.1 208.7
4×4 '' 190.8 210.0 212.0 210.2
C33
1×1 51.3 50.0 91.7 99.4 94.1
2×2 '' 51.3 57.7 76.1 72.9
3×3 '' 49.0 55.8 63.4 63.3
4×4 '' 50.0 54.3 57.9 58.7
C55
1×1 15.1 7.5 24.3 24.0 25.3
2×2 '' 13.1 10.9 19.1 20.6
3×3 '' 13.8 14.0 16.7 12.4
4×4 '' 14.2 14.6 15.9 13.2
between Mo and S, meaning a weakened covalent bond. At lower Ni concentrations, some of
these bonds appear to break entirely leading to even lower C11. S substitution also weakened
slightly, but the intercalated cases saw little change at any supercell sizes beyond 1×1.
Out-of-plane C33 stiffness has increased in the case of intercalated and S-substituted
structures due to interlayer bonding with intercalated Ni, and increased interlayer interac-
tions for S substitution. The increased out-of-plane stiffness will contribute to the increased
resistance to wear, as layers are less likely to flake off.
Since Ni-doping is known to reduce the coefficient of friction of MoS2, we might expect
C55 would be lowered, reducing the shear stiffness. However, there is not a strong difference
between doped and undoped C55 values at low concentration. Further, at high concentrations
(5-15 at%) C55 of intercalated structures is significantly higher than the pristine case. This
indicates that a reduction in shear stiffness is not the explanation for the observed reduction
in frictional coefficient due to Ni doping.
Previous experimental work of doped MoS2 has focused on shifts in the A1g and E
1
2g
14
Figure 5: Raman and IR spectra for 3× 3 structures are plotted using Gaussian broadening
with a width of 4 cm−1. 3×3 Mo-substituted Raman intensities are large, so they are scaled
by a factor of 0.01. Low frequency modes (< 100 cm−1) correspond to layer breathing and
shearing modes. Insets show the pristine Raman-active A1g and E
1
2g and IR-active E1u and
A2u modes. The strong IR and Raman peaks of the pristine MoS2 remain with doping but
new peaks appear at different frequencies. These distinct changes to spectra can be used for
experimental identification of the doping site.
Raman peaks relative to the pristine positions, but they do not often consider the formation
of new peaks due to symmetry breaking8,44,72,73 as has been found in other doped 2D mate-
rials.74 We computed the presence of peaks which may be used as a basis to search for new
peaks in experimental samples as well as shifts in existing peaks. Named modes are pictured
in the pristine case in Molina-Sa´nchez et al. 2 .
Raman and IR mode frequencies and intensities per MoS2 unit are compared in Fig. 5
and key distinguishing features are listed in Table 4. Mode characters are detailed in Tables
S5-S8. Features unique to the spectra were classified as either “new” or “activations.” New
peaks are appear in regions previously empty in the pristine 3×3 q-grid vibrational density of
states (VDOS) shown in Fig. S4 and have mode characters that cannot be easily described by
pristine mode eigenvectors. New peaks are mostly related to modes that rely on motions of
the Ni atom and its neighbors and are unique to the doped structures. Activations are modes
that consist of atomic vibrations possible in the pristine case, but forbidden by symmetries,
with some mode mixing. The inclusion of Ni has broken symmetries and, in some cases,
activated certain modes to Raman or IR.
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Table 4: Summary of changes to the pristine vibrational spectra for doped 3×3
structures. The spectra are altered uniquely by each dopant site allowing for
experimental identification.
(cm−1) Mo subst. S subst. t-site intercal. o-site intercal.
Raman
New peak 130, 160, 210, 265,
300, 345, 360, 370
- 330, 365, 435 210, 330
Activation 60, 205, 220, 340,
455, 470
330, 470 335, 470, 500 55, 65, 280, 470
E12g shift -3.2 -3.2 -3.1 -5.4
A1g shift -7.1 +2.0 -0.2 -0.5
IR
New peak 160, 275, 455 - 260, 435, 500 -
Activation 60, 220, 300, 340,
360, 375, 400
- - 55, 280, 300, 330
E11u shift -0.6 -0.8 -1.9 -6.1
A2u shift -14.5 -3.0 -6.2 -7.5
Table 5: Calculated q = 0 low-frequency vibrational modes in pristine and doped
MoS2.
(cm−1) undoped Mo subst. S subst. t-site intercal. o-site intercal.
Shearing-like mode frequency (E22g)
1×1 35.4 38.3, 43.3 87.7, 88.5 56.9, 57.4 48.4, 49.1
2×2 '' 25.7, 30.0 23.7, 26.7 42.4, 43.1 40.9, 41.3
3×3 '' 32.4, 33.5 22.1, 24.8 30.0, 30.0 16.7, 22.3
Layer breathing-like mode frequency (B22g)
1×1 56.2 87.7 132.4 126.7 108.4
2×2 '' 62.7 57.8 78.2 71.2
3×3 '' 58.6 55.4 65.6 66.8
Considering that the spectra are calculated per MoS2 unit, intensities are directly com-
parable between the different structures. The most distinctive feature is the high relative
intensities of the Mo-substituted spectra which should be easily detectable. Raman inten-
sities were particularly large in the case of Mo substitution owing to its metallic character,
and so they are scaled down in Fig. 5. Raman intensities are related to EPC and have
been suggested as a probe to this coupling strength in 2D materials.48 Drops in Raman
intensities of the A1g peak have been associated with Re-intercalated MoS2 and may explain
frictional losses in many-layered systems through enhanced EPC.47 In our systems, only the
Mo-substituted shows substantial changes in intensities, whereas other sites stay within 10%
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of the pristine peak.
There is vibrational activity present in all doped structures at low frequencies (below
350 cm−1), but it is most prominent in Mo-substituted and o-site intercalated structures.
Kondekar et al.16 find a unique peak at around 280 cm−1. By aligning our pristine peak with
theirs, the unique peak appears at about 300 cm−1 in our plots. This region aligns most
with Mo substitution, and the dominant modes here are related to S-Ni-S bond rocking and
Ni-S bond stretching. The o-site does also have small peaks in this spectral region, and
the dominant mode is twisting of the three Ni-S bonds bonded to the closest layer at 297
cm−1. T-site calculations also showed a similar twisting mode at 302 cm−1, but it has zero
intensity. For the t-site, the considerable 100 cm−1 separation between the A1g mode and
the 500 cm−1 mode would constitute strong evidence for or against the presence of t-site
intercalation. This mode is a mix between the pristine B2g and Ni-S bond stretches.
A few low frequency modes are particularly relevant to tribology: the shearing mode (E22g
in pristine), relating to frictional sliding, and the layer breathing mode (B22g in pristine),
relating to wear. Our calculated values for the doped structures are listed in Table 5.
The increase in the layer breathing frequency in intercalated structures correlates with the
stiffening of C33 in those structures. Substituted breathing mode frequencies are largely
unaffected. The shearing frequency was reduced in all doped structures but were lowered
most in S substitution and o-site intercalation. At high frequencies, conversely, both shearing
and breathing modes of the doped structures are largely increased.
Sekine et al.73 experimentally found downshifts of the E12g and A1g Raman frequencies due
to stronger c-axis interactions in Li-intercalated MoS2. They noted a broadening in the IR-
active E1u mode which we do not observe. Although Iqbal et al.
40 found mostly experimental
evidence of dopants affecting the A1g frequency in their review, we find Ni-doped MoS2 shifts
stronger in the E12g peak. These shifts can be caused by a number of factors: a difference
in mass of the Ni atom when compared to what it replaces, an alteration to the bonds and
subsequently the EPC,43,48 phonon confinement caused by increased layers,8,33 strain.75 Iqbal
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predict n-type doping to correlate with redshifts of the A1g, we observe small downshifts in
the intercalated cases and an upshift in the S-substituted case. The Mo-substituted redshift
is large (7.1 cm−1); however, a new B2g-like mode has appeared in its place with a higher
intensity only 1.3 cm−1 below the previous peak. There are no signs of splitting of the
degenerate E12g or E1u pristine modes, as happens from, for example, uniaxial strain.
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Figure 6: Electronic density of states for doped structures (color) scaled by supercell size
for direct comparison against pristine DOS (black). The CBM and VBM of pristine MoS2
are shown as vertical dashed lines. Doped DOS were aligned with the low-lying Mo 4s state
(36 eV below VBM) of the pristine plot. Calculated Fermi energies or VBM are shown as
solid-black vertical lines.
DOS results shown in Fig. 6. Each possible dopant site has a distinct effect on the
density of states. Low concentrations of S-substituted structures show defect states near the
conduction band maximum (CBM) while o-site intercalation creates defect states above the
valence band maximum (VBM). Mo-substituted structures have metallic character, with the
Fermi level situated in the new in-gap states. S-substituted and o-site intercalated structures
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show new states near both band edges while t-site intercalation shows the least modification
from the pristine DOS, with only a slight narrowing of the gap due to new states in the
valence band.
The Fermi level of low concentration doping is near the pristine VBM. Alterations are
more dramatic at high concentrations where the Fermi level is pushed well within the pristine
conduction band in all cases except Mo substitution. This can be understood as n-type
doping at high concetration, p-type at low concentration. Besides p-type Nb,44 MoS2 is
known for its natural affinity for n-type conductivity.26 High enough doping concentrations
could theoretically create p-doped MoS2, but this would require that other phases do not
form.
Filleter et al.33 attributed the drop in friction coefficient with increasing layers to reduced
EPC. The metallic Mo-substitution and large Raman intensity would mean increased EPC
and thus increased friction. This means that the observed reduction in friction of Ni-doped
MoS2 is either not attributable to EPC or samples were not dominated by substitution of
the Mo site.
Conclusion
We have computed the structure, stability, and vibrational spectra of bulk Ni-doped 2H-
MoS2 through ab initio methods. This work is a complement to previously studied finite
and edge-site systems, where usually only Mo-substituted sites are considered for transition
metals. We have found four meta-stable dopant sites: Mo substitution, S substitution, o-site
intercalation, and t-site intercalation. Elastic parameters and atomic distances are evidence
that Ni in the Mo-substituted structure has only five bonds just as in a basal plane surface,15
and thus is elastically weaker along the plane. The C55 shear-stiffness parameter is strength-
ened by doping, suggesting this is not the explanation for the reduced friction observed30
in Ni-doped MoS2. Ni bonding is comparable to Mo-S bonding in the undoped structure
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and its Ni-S bond lengths are least affected by concentration in the t-site intercalated case.
The fact that Ni-Mo bonds are comparable to Mo-S bonds in S substitution are particularly
surprising—this suggests that Ni may, like Co,34 can potentially fill existing S vacancies as
a way to fabricate S-substituted MoS2 to enhance basal catalytic activity.
The convex hull calculations show that the formation energy of doped MoS2 is near zero,
especially for t-site intercalation. T-site intercalation has the lowest formation energy per
atom among the dopant sites and is thus the most favorable to form at ∆µ = 0 and it should
be resistant to phase segregation. The other sites’ formation energies are lower than the
Chevrel phase which is known to be synthesizable,76 suggesting these are synthesizable as
well. Phase diagrams reveal the required ∆µ to fabricate Mo or S doped structures must be
carefully controlled.
As an intercalant, Ni does not behave like Li or K which promote layer cleavage. Rather,
Ni intercalant seems to bond layers together to somewhat stronger levels than the Van der
Waals region. As a result, the c-parameter does not change much, as may otherwise be used
to rule out Ni as an intercalant. Strong z-direction bonding poses a possible explanation for
the observed resistance to wear.
DOS and Raman results of Mo-substituted structures suggest metallic characteristics,
which even at low doping concentration caused large increases in Raman intensities. New
peaks in Raman/IR are mostly caused by Ni vibrations, while activations and shifts in
existing modes are caused by breaking the symmetry between layers. Each site uniquely
affects vibrational spectra in ways that can be distinguished experimentally. While generally
doping has been found primarily to affect the A1g mode,
40 we find shifts of both Raman active
peaks with the shift depending on the dopant site and concentration.
The structures found in this article are currently being used50 to probe macroscopic
tribological properties related to wear and friction through parametrization of ReaxFF force
fields52 for classical molecular dynamics and calculations of sliding potentials.77 We are
additionally extending this work to study Ni-doping in the 3R bulk and 1H and 1T monolayer
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polytypes of MoS2.
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Methods
DFT Calculations
We use plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) and density functional perturbation
theory79 (DFPT) implemented in the code Quantum ESPRESSO80,81 version 6.4. Calcula-
tions were performed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof82 (PBE) generalized gradient ap-
proximation and Perdew-Wang83 local density approximation (LDA) exchange-correlation
functionals with optimized norm-conserving Vanderbilt pseudopotentials84 parametrized by
Schlipf and Gygi85 (for PBE) and by PseudoDojo86 (for LDA) obtained from their respective
websites.85,86
Relaxations and electronic structure of the primitive, 6-atom MoS2 cells used a k-point
grid of 6 × 6 × 4 with a half-shifted k-grid. Increasing the supercell size to reach lower
Ni concentrations allows decreasing k-points per axis in the in-plane a- and b- directions
inversely proportional to the supercell size: 4 × 4 × 4, 3 × 3 × 4, and 2 × 2 × 4 k-points
per axis were used for 2 × 2 × 1, 3 × 3 × 1, and 4 × 4 × 1 supercells respectively. Atomic
coordinates were relaxed using force thresholds of 1.0×10−4 Ry/Bohr and the stresses were
relaxed to 0.1 kbar.
A kinetic energy of 60 Ry was used for PBE and 80 Ry for LDA. The threshold for the
self-consistent field calculation were set to 10−18 and the phonon self-consistent thresholds
were set to 10−15. Strict thresholds were required for accurate calculations of modes with low
frequencies. Low frequencies of vibrational calculations of 3×3 t-site intercalated and Mo
substitution were initially calculated to be imaginary and required special care to properly
converge: k-points were increased to 4× 4× 4 and the phonon self-consistent threshold were
lowered to 10−16. DOS calculations were carried out using a non-self-consistent cycle on
a finer k-grid after the final self-consistent field calculation in relaxations described above.
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The fine k-grid meshes used were 12 × 12 × 12, 10 × 10 × 10, 6 × 6 × 6, and 6 × 6 × 6 for
1× 1× 1, 2× 2× 1, 3× 3× 1, and 4× 4× 1 super-cell sizes respectively.
Elasticity
Elastic parameters were calculated using the stress-strain relationship (using Voigt notation)
σi = Cijj. We applied uniaxial strains in the 1- and 3-directions and 5-direction shear
strains to calculate C11, C33, and C55. Strains were applied from -0.01 to 0.01 in intervals
of 0.002, with each structure’s atoms relaxed while holding the lattice vectors constant. Cij
was determined by linear regression on the stress vs strain. Elastic parameters for pristine
structures using different functionals are listed in Table 1 demonstrating good agreement for
LDA and PBE+GD2 with experiment.
Strain directions 3 and 5 were chosen for their relevance to sliding and wear. Shearing
strains in the 4- and 5-directions are the motions involved in basal plane sliding. Uniaxial 3-
strain is involved in layer separation, leading to wear. By symmetry, C11 = C22 and C44 = C55
in pristine MoS2, and these relations still approximately hold in our doped structures.
Formation Energy
Formation energies, Eform, can be used to gauge the relative stability of a structure to a
reference,59,87 defined as:
Eform = Emixed −
∑
i
Niµi (1)
Emixed is the total energy of the material of interest, µi is the chemical potential of the bulk
element i, and Ni counts the number of atoms of element i in the mixed system. µi must
be less than the bulk element’s total energy per atom for the formation of the material of
interest to be thermodynamically favored compared to its bulk elements, Ei. For this reason,
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it is useful to write Eqn. 1 instead using ∆µ ≡ µi − Ei, so
Eform = Emixed −
∑
i
Ni(∆µi + Ei) (2)
Formation energies were all referenced against the most stable bulk elemental compounds:
Fm3¯m (fcc) Ni, Im3¯m (bcc) Mo, and P21 S. S is a particularly difficult element to handle,
given its natural state is 8-membered rings. This S structure was chosen as it has been
used in other literature88 and had the lowest calculated energy per atom among an isolated
S atom, S2 molecule, an isolated 8-membered ring, and an arrangement of 4 8-membered
rings per cell. The reference elemental structures are metals in the case of Ni and Mo
while the structures of interest are mostly semiconducting. This leads to the required use
of smearing on the electronic states of some of the structures. Furthermore, some structures
have significant Van der Waals interactions while others do not. These differences motivate
LDA for direct comparison of formation energies rather than PBE or PBE + GD2. Lattice
vectors, Materials Project IDs, k-grids, and space group symmetries for all of the mentioned
structures can be found in Table S1.
Using Eqn. 2, we can compare the formation energies of doped structures to con-
struct zones of chemical potentials that favor the formation of one structure over another
at a given supercell size as in Fig. 3. To find these regions, we need to solve for when
Eform(∆µNi,∆µMo,∆µS) of one structure is smaller than another. Since each computation
only contains one Ni atom per supercell, we can remove the dependence of ∆µNi, leaving us
with zones as a function of only ∆µMo and ∆µS.
We represent phase stability using the concept of the convex hull.89 Considering the
closed system (∆µ = 0) at zero temperature and pressure, we can use the formation energies
to construct the convex hull as the smallest convex set containing the points (xNi, xMo, xS,
Eform/Natoms), where xi = Ni/(Natoms).
89 Since Σixi = 1, we can represent the three xi
dimensions as three legs of the two-dimensional triangle, as in Fig. 4. The Eform/Natoms
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axis is out of the page, but we can further simplify this representation by showing only the
lines connecting points on the convex hull. Stable structures will be on the convex hull’s
boundary. Any structure whose computed energy is above the convex hull is favored to phase
segregate to the structures at the nearest nodes. The energies above hull are listed in Table
2 for LDA and in Table S3 for PBE and PBE+GD2. One-dimensional convex hull diagrams
with reference structures that are not bulk elemental phases are shown in Fig. S3.
Supporting Information Available
Phase diagrams and convex hull diagrams for LDA, PBE, and PBE+GD2 are shown in Figs.
S1-S3. 1D Convex hull diagrams with reference elements Ni, MoS2, NiS2 and MoNi2 are
plotted in Fig. S3. Energies above hull used to generate these plots are listed in Table
S3. Formation energies of Mo-substituted and S-substituted structures with respect to pre-
existing vacancies are listed in Table S4.
The Materials Project ID, computational details, and cell parameters for the structures
computed in this work are listed in Table S1. Relaxed structural and cell parameters for
doped structures are listed in Table S2.
The vibrational density of states for 3×3 structures are computed in Fig. S4. Raman/IR
for structures of supercells ranging from 1×1 to 3×3 are shown in Figs. S5-S6. Char-
acterization of the modes in Mo-substituted, S-substituted, t-site intercalation, and o-site
intercalation are listed in Tables S5-S8. Named pristine modes use the same convention as
those pictured in Fig. 5 within Molina-Sa´nchez et al. 2 .
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